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HECHINGER
SPEAK FRIDAY

TIMES'
TO

In an attempt to enliven a traditionally dull Honors Day program, the College has secured as
the guest speaker Fred M. Hech-inge- r.
As education editor of the
temporarily defunct New York

have enough free time to prepare an interesting address. The
to

will be next Friday at

program
2:30

p.m.

Born in Nuremberg, Germany,
Hechinger studied at City College
of New York University, and the

Kenyon

University of London.

a-war-

ded

him an honorary degree
in 1955.

his present
on the Times, he had
for the London Times,
(Conn.) Sunday
Post, Bridgeport
Herald, This Week magazine and
At
New York Herald Tribune.
the present time, he is also education editor of Parent's Magazine.
His books are An Adventure in
Education (1956), New Approaches (1955). Worrying About College (1958), and The Big Red
Prior to assuming

position
worked

(1959).

Schoolhouse

Honors Day is a
sembly. Students are
wear

coats

required
requested to
as-

and ties.

AND THEN THERE
WERE EIGHT

....

The College Bowl field was
narrowed to eight this week.

are: Tom Bond, John GaJohn Gerlach, Bill Hylton,
Perry Lentz, Neil Mayer, Dave
Powers, and Mike Underwood.
They
ble,

Students are urged to attend
final rounds of competition, Feb. 17 and 20 at 4 p.m.
in the Speech Building.
The
team and one alternate will be chosen shortly
after the final contest.
four-memb-

er

Theater Critics Praise

New Gambier Offering

'Beautiful Costumes,' Excellent

'Superb Production'

Delight

by Prof. Gerrit H. Roelofs
by John A. Gable
Much Ado About Nothing was
It has been said that Shakespeare's comedies seem free and presented at Hill Theater with
artless. If this is so, there is art splendid ado and nothing lacking.
to change a The College need sigh no more:
in his artlessness
line from "Hamlet." It has so there is excellence present among
often also been observed that the us, and it is sumptuously audible
line between comedy and tragedy and visible.
is a thin one. Much Ado About
The comedy of Much Ado de
Nothing, the Kenyon Dramatic rives its vitality not from charac
Club's second offering of the ter (there are no real persons),
1962-season, illustrates both not from action (it is preposterous,
these points welL As in "Twelfth what little there is), but from the
Night," the play seems to move delicacy and vivacity of tone.
smoothly along without contri- Earnest importance is set against
vance, with that successful mix- the trivia of gaiety.
ture of broad humor bordering on BALTHAZAR sings "Sigh no
the burlesque and clever spark- more, ladies . men were deceivling wit, which so clearly shows ers ever" with gay melancholia:
the Bard's mastery of his art.
(
e
"Let them
(Cont. on page 6, col. 2)
intensely for human frailty. If
.

rejoice-weep-

QUARTET

RUSSIA 'S LEADING
AT SECOND GUND

CONCERT

.

go"-car-

ever a song debonairly epitomized
a play, this one does.
Don Pedro, gay, playful nobleman, is set against Don John,

saturnine, sinster bastard; Claud-ithe lyric, romantic lover,
Benedick, bantering, ribald
wit; Hero, the defenseless rose of
romance, against Beatrice (Ali-sou- n
of Bathe's elegant cousin),
the steel-witte- d
confounder of
masculine fatuousness; and
o,

a-gai-

'

4

4
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f

139

In an effort to determine the
cause of this information lapse
spanning more than a decade, this
reporter visited the newly renovated Alumni Library, which
houses an Information Center
Lilliputian in scope and Laputian
MUCH ADO scene (L to r.) Ann Gill. Amon Liner, Jeanne Shick in organization.
Donna Hart, and Patty Duke are seen discussing Hero's dowry.
MRS. ROBIE Macauley has been
associated with the News Bureau
since last February, and the opening of school coincided with her
promotion to its head and only
member.
Since November she
has shared the secretarial services
Uniformity of Mrs. Richard Henshaw with the
Development office.
Found a Rare

3

the two

I

'

Bor-achi-

nst

o,

Since being rescued from his
second job, Tozzer has been busily swamped by his alumni affairs.
He spends his time writing letters
to our 4500 (Tozzer's count) living alumni and looking for the
"Class of '48."
Tozzer left his ailing child of a
News Bureau on the Macauley
doorstep.
Since Mrs. Macauley
had at one time been publicity
director of a New York publishing firm, she took over the waifs
care and nursed it back to health.
However, she can devote only half
days to her new job, because she
must care for her own young
children.
President Lund has been searching for a full-tim- e
babysitter for
the disowned child. So far, he has
Prior to Mrs. Macauley's ascent been unable to find an academically-orto the throne, Alumni Secretary iented,
newsBrent Tozzer headed the News paperman willing to accept Ken-yon- 's
Bureau. One source explained
proposed wage.
Tozzer's News Bureau work: "He
UNLIKE THE fabled troop of
was an incumbent (sic) in the cavalry raiders, the News Bureau
job." Tozzer is not a publicity does not "make up in speed
and
man by profession; and, therefore, brains what it lacks in numbers."
he concentarted almost exclusiveInstead, diligence is the rule, plugly on alumni affairs.
ging away at the same old
outlets that have been
Head Librarian Edward getting Kenyon
nowhere since the
Heintz announces the following
1940's.
to
are
restrictions: all students
Strike out for New Frontiers?
keep their hands, and in some
Mrs. Macauley says: "We have
cases feet, off the glass panels
in the front doors of the new been getting a fair amount of
library; second, in all cases are publicity on things we can expect
I have not pushstudents to keep their hands to get it on.
and feet out of the elevator. It ed anything unless it is very
I would not
is reserved FOR STAFF USE newsworthy.
have thought of submitting to the
ONLY. This presumably means
more popular magazines." Daring
Gambier
faculty members,
and imagination are lacking; this
residents, and Mount Vernon
people are left out too. The results she says because "time is
lacking, money is lacking." MonCollegian suggests all cripples
ey can buy creative persons, but
and other similarly inflicted
people use some other library. not creativity itself.
high-power-

QUARTET (L to r.) Avet Gabrialian, first violin; foes. The tone of gaiety and
second violin; Sergay Aslamazian, cello; Genrih pathos, vivacity and sentiment,
bravery and folly, beguiles us into
delicious laughter.
Next Friday evening the Komi-ta- s and founder of the Armenian
THERE ARE only a few moQuartet will make its Kenyon classical music.
ments when the tension slackens
dut in Rosse Hall. Chosen in In 1938 the Quartet won first and vivacity is less than sprightly.
1961 by
Russia's Minister of Cult- prize in Moscow in the "All Mr. Michael's set allows for
ure as that nation's most outs- Union Competition
of String splendid three dimensional fludity
tanding String Quartet, they have Quartets." They include in their of movement. The Hogarthian
undertaken their first trip to this repertory many Armenian and
keeps just the proper emcomposers. Sergay phasis on the garden of romance
country as part of the
n other Russian
cultural exchange prog- Aslamazian has been credited without detracting from the play's
ram.
with a number of successful ar- verbal structure. Above all, it
THE QUARTET was organized rangements of Armenian folk
makes the "noting" scenes of
m 1927
at the University of Mos-CO- songs composed by Komitas which eavesdropping not only lively and
In 1931 the Quartet become are now in the group's program. believable, but wonderfully ironic.
officially known as Gosquarted,
They have scored triumphal Pat McCulloh's costumes, hinting
Cleaning
the State Quartet of successes all over Russia. They at both Viennese archness and
Armenian S.S.R. The name Komi-- s come
here from the western ante bellum romance without deQuartet was acquired in 1935. part of the country and will de- claring allegiance to any period
Komitas nfifi9-193is a part for an engagement in New or style, yet corroborating
in
disti
'nguished Armenian composer,
(Cont. on page 8, col. S)
(Cont. on pag 5, col. S)
KOMITAS

Rafael Davidian,
Talahian, viola.
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(Cont. on page 4, col.

1)

NSA Debated In Rambling
Student Council Session

drunken plotter against virtue, is paired with Dogberry, bumby David Langston
bling defender of the King's peace.
Most of Monday night's Student
Laughter and delight spring
from the deft management of Council meeting was spent airing
these brilliant opposites. Wed- views on the potential memberdings, burials, dances, duels, plots ship of our college in the National
and discoveries, never real, never Student Association.
President Sam Sugden, who
literal, set in motion the friendly

Soviet-America-

1

by Robin Goldsmith
years, Gambier has been under the watchful
eyes of squirrels, cows, and dogs; but few human beings outside of
Knox County have been aware of haDDenintrs at "rn,v Tnoiiot,,,!
Oasis." In fact, not since March, 1949, has Kenyon been the subject
of an article in any prominent periodical; and those two columns in
Time cost us nine lives. Since then, almost no one has heard a word
aooui uamoier or its college.

For the past

Hechinger can be expected

Times

II

PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT
DISCOVERED DELINQUENT

HONORS DAY

FOR

"

supports Kenyon's membership in
organization,
the controversial
tried in his opening statement to
start a spirited discussion by immediately discarding complaints
beof political incompatibility
tween Kenyon and the NSA. He
observed that NSA is not a politically pink as is supposed by
most students, and added dryly
that alleged Kenyon conservatism
is due to a student body which
tries to maintain the status quo
by doing nothing."
BUT HE and Chris Scott, who
chairs the ad hoc committee con
sidering proposed membership,
must have been dissappointed, for
the meeting which was designed
to elicit student opinion was poorIt
ly attended and unexciting.
seems that the final committee
recommendaion, due to be voted

on in two weeks at most, must be
delivered weakly, without any
student consensus other than our
particular brand of conservatism.
Jim Monell and the only speaking visitor Dave Powers, were the
major spokesmen for NSA, the
former propounding broadly and
the latter defending specifically.
The crux of their arguments
seemed to be that the benefit
Kenyon would gain from membership would derive from the nature
of the organization, i.e., that there
is definite worth in student unity.
The projection of this unity as an
active force into the world of
blocs, as well as the dissemination
of information on problems facing
the academic community as a
whole were offered as valuable,
if not necessary, to a modern
Kenyon. Certain club privileges
and projects such as facilitated
travel in Europe and field work
(eg. voter education in Mississippi) also go with membership.
The revelation that we have
been a trial member in the NSA
(Cont, on pag

4, col. 1)
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Student Protests Saga

LY

John J. Camper, Thomas F. Black
Editors
Dixie D. Long
Associate Editor
Alan R. Vogeler, Jr.
Feature Editor
Richard J. Scheidenhelm
Sports Editor
David L. Burch
Copy Editor
John C. Nelson
Business Manager
John Buckley
Circulation Manager
Tom Novinson
Cartoonist
Staff: Mike Burr, John Cocks, Ashby Denoon, John Gable, Robin Goldsmith,
Dave Langston, Carl Mankowitz.
P. Frederick Kluge, Stephen C. Herbst
Advisory Editors
". . . were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government
without newspapers or newspapers without government, I should not hesitate a
Thomas Jefferson.
moment to prefer the latter."

On Fraternal Reform
Colleee fraternities have undergone a great deal of
criticism in recent years. Few national magazines have failed
to chastise fraternities for a variety of shortcomings ranging
Fraternity
to immoral behavior.
from
publications have kept busy supplying generally ineffective
anti-intellectuali-

sm

rebuttals.
The tide of criticism reached the crest of Gambier Hill
about a year and a half ago. It was in November of 1961
that Pat Edwards '62 and Joe Wharton '62, Student Assembly
officers, (remembered the Student Assembly?) suggested to
Council that fraternities in general had
the
fallen into disrepute and that Kenyon's fraternities had betof their goals.
ter begin to make a serious
Pan-Hellen-

ic

re-evaluat- ion

has dragged slowly along with
intermittent bursts of activity. Now, Edwards and Wharton
Council is now the Interfra-ternit- y
are gone, the old
Council (the change in name represents perhaps the
most significant achievement of that body in recent years)
and the chief proponent of fraternal reform is IFC president
Perry Lentz.
Lentz is also concerned with the fraternities' supposed
decaying image. To correct this, he has proposed a "gentlemen's agreement" among the fraternity presidents in which
each pledges to uphold "to the best of my ability" a nebulous
moral code and a more specific set of rushing and hazing
rules. It is significant that the Lentz proposal, still awaiting
approval of the presidents, states that "we are responsible to
our individual consciences and not to any college authority."
It is implicitly against classical "home rule."
"Home rule" as enunciated by Edwards and Wharton,
would have provided for a hopelessly complicated set of
and
judicial bodies on the fraternity,
levels. According to a fraternity president at that
time, the system would eventually and hopefully result in a
state in which each fraternity member reported his brothers
for rules infractions, the most significant being, of course.
women's hours. Even Dean Edwards considered the plan
impractical. The Dean does advocate, however, some form
of home rule which would eventually result in moral sur- veilance of fraternity members over one another.
THIS

RE-EVALUATI-

ON

Pan-Hellen-

ic

inter-fraternit-

y,

all-colle- ge

Practices
To
I

Peirce

In

the Editor,

saw a sight last week at
breakfast that turned my stomach
Mr. Stetson, Saga Food Manager,

juice
was collecting the
glasses as students' trays were re
turned to the kitchen. Then he
cafe
put them on the make-shiteria line to serve again.
g
Aside from the
we have come to expect from
Saga, the health hazard is all too
obvious. Milk returned from the
tables is sometimes poured back
into a can of fresh milk and per
haps allowed to contaminate the
rest. Coffee ordered, but not tak
en, is returned to the urn where
we have seen him pour it back in
the serving pitcher.
Then there's the parsimony. The
same service that generally serves
excellent food cut out orange juice
last Friday, because "It costs
$16.50 a case." He said he read it
in The Wall Street Journal. Linen
for the kitchen help is so scarce,
and what little there is so repel-lingl- y
nauseous that dishwashing
boys say they'd rather wear nothing than an apron used many
times before (Saga furnishes 6
clean aprons a day for 29 people).
Wages are indiscriminately cut.
If Mr. Stetson thinks you only
s
a shift, that's
work
all you'll be paid, even though
you or the head-waitmight
have reported a full shift which
you did indeed work. He'll never
tell you he did it either. Even the
g
manager of the Coffee
Shop will do the same thing. I
had a friend working down there
who worked from 12 to 1 between
classes. He'd grab a bite to eat
in the slack times, until he discovered Norman was docking him
h
his hourly wage, and
he quit.
Breakfast has become a circus.
The precise regimented, lockout at
8:30 is preluded by seeing Mr.
Stetson rip and race up and down
Peirce Hall back into the kitchen,
apron on, getting into everybody's
way.
I'd like to see a few changes.
Primarily some dignity come to
the office of manager of a quarter
of a million a year business. Mr.
Stetson doesn't have to do it all,
but it's getting so he does it all,
because in his push, push, push,
un-dru-

nk

ft

penny-pinchin-

three-fourth-

er

easy-goin-

one-fourt-

how-could-you-do-it-to-

'rat-on-your-bud-

dy'

orial's

-me

Unjust

Charged by Alumnus

ap-parent-

the Collegian
carried an editorial about Kenyon's forthcoming participation in
the G. E. College Bowl which, I
understand, is a national television program.
As I recall, the editorial described the program as a quiz
game of sorts in which the questions asked are designed to test
the participants' store of factual
data rather than their powers of
reasoning. As such, your editor
concluded that the game hardly
qualifies as an intellectual exercise, a conclusion with which I
agree.
Your editor then questioned the
wisdom of Kenyon's participation
in this program indicating that, in
his opinion, such frivolity was
beneath the dignity of Kenyon
He then pointed out
students.
the possibility that Kenyon's team
might fare badly on the program,
in which event he thought the
reputation of the College could
only suffer.
Whatever the nature of the pro
gram, I am somewhat surprised
at both the intellectual snobbery
and faintheartedness implicit in
the Collegian's objections.
The import of the editorial
would seem to be that Kenyon
men should be above such frivolous things as quiz games and
should confine their public ap
pearances to certified high brow
activities. This, I think, is

ly

that sanctuary of limited minds,
intellectual pretentiousness; and
that it will never avoid a contest
for fear of losing.
William R. Chadeayne

To the Editor:
A recent issue of

Vile Machinations

brow-beatin-

1963

By like token, I find the editfear of failure even more
ridiculous. Obviously any competitive event results in a winner
and a loser (barring a tie) and
were one to confine one's participation to only "sure things" there
would be precious little activity
in any realm of human endeavor.
It had not occurred to me, until
reading the editorial, that there
was any stigma attached to losing
a fairly fought contest but
our editor thinks otherwise.
In conclusion, I for one hope
that Kenyon does participate in
the program which, after all, apTrittipo wouldn't do that.
pears to be harmless enough and
which promises to be of some fun.
Name withheld for fear of reprisal
Even more fervently do I hope
that the current generation of undergraduates will always avoid
Moral Anger

for whatever it is he wants (maybe to get out of here) he's alienated about everybody I know to
the extent no one cares anymore.
It's a game now to drop some
dish, and, watching your watch,
time how long it takes Mr.
Stetson to appear with a crushed,
look.
Students would cooperate better
and the whole tense atmosphere
of Peirce might change if the
niggardliness, deceit and unhealth-fu- l
conditions came to an end.
Somehow I can have no respect
for a man who indignantly digs
into a big trash can to retrieve a
20 pack of saltines. My, even Mr.

OUR MAIN FEAR of the Dean's rather vague home rule
idea and even of Lentz's sterile plan, is that either could
represent a foot in the door for an eventual morally question'
We recently received word of a nasty prank which refractory
system. Until the administration
able
students may begin playing on the library staff. These students,
publicly and specifically states that it has no intention of angered by the FOR STAFF USE ONLY signs on the library
ever inaugurating a judicial system which requires students elevator, are surreptitiously sneaking into the elevator, taking it
to report offenders; until then any attempt to increase fra- either to the basement or second floor, pushing the "stop" switch,
ternity responsibility will be viewed, quite rightly, with and then leaving the elevator.
The thought behind this ridiculous and foul trick is that it will
skepticism and apprehension.
force the librarians to walk either up or downstairs, depending on
The failure of these reformers stems from their belief where they guess the elevator is. (The elevator cannot be moved
that what applies to fraternities in other colleges and in until the "stop" switch is turned on.) These students plan to leave
large universities must also apply to Kenyon's. That Kenyon's the elevator on different floors at different times, thus forcing the
librarians to walk as many as three flights of stairs searching for
conditions are common to few other schools is a truism. Fra- the elevator.
ternities at Kenyon do not, will not, and never have attempted
These same recalcitrant students are taking especial pains to
to fulfill all the requirements advocated by their national finger the glass doors, in defiance of the HANDS OFF GLASS
bureaucracies. Because of Kenyon's small enrollment and PLEASE signs.
The Collegian is naturally opposed to all such forms of civil
communal living, the bond between fraternity brothers is
disobedience.
necessarily weakened. It is not in keeping with Kenyon's
emphasis on the individual to require fraternities to act as
THEN AGAIN, we wish these reformers would tell us
moral arbitrers over their members. The passive role of 2xactly why we need reform. All of them, from the legendary
most of our fraternities in fostering academic achievement Joe Wharton right up to our own Perry Lentz, have spoken
in their members is not a deficiency. The student must study in generalities, saying the fraternities must change if they
for his own benefit, not the fraternity's.
hope to exist or to meet changing conditions. Has there been
in fraternity affiliation? The figures say not. Has
The reformers fail because they confuse individual with a drop-of- f
corporate responsibility. Any reform, if, indeed, reform is there been a moral decline in the Kenyon student? We think
needed, must come from within, not from without. The not. Before we embark on the twisted path towards home
Kenyon student can be changed only if he, himself, is willing. rule, let's decide where fraternities have failed; not fraterni
g
No amount of
or
will help. ties in general, but rather that unique brand which we have
at Kenyon.
Fear of punishment is not an effective moral force.
'rat-on-your-bud- dy'

15,
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Bookshelves Vanish

'50

In

Maintenance Bureau
the Editor,
I walked into the Dean's office,
bookshelf poor, and inquired what
my chances were for procuring
one. "What," he exclaimed indignantly, "you mean you don't
have any bookshelves?" "No sir"
was my feeble reply. "Where's
Lord?" he demanded. The Dean's
cute secretary didn't know. So he
called Maintenance: "Where are
the damned bookshelves?" Then
he doodled and nodding grimly
put the phone down. "They've
been
ordered,"
he reported.
"Thank you, sir," said I, and
walked out the door fully expecting a bookshelf within several days.
That was three months ago. I
know it's a small thing to be complaining about but let's face it,
it's a nuisance not to have bookshelves. One finds himself stumbling over books on his way to
killing the alarm clock and digging for one's lost roommate amid
the rubble.
And what's more, I think the
lack of bookshelves is hurting the
College economically. We can apply a law of diminishing returns
to the situation.
If one student
lacking a bookshelf buys enough
books from the bookstore, soon
his room will be so inundated that
it will be no longer in his best interest to buy any more. If this
is multiplied by the number of
students not having bookshelves,
the Bookstore's business will be
hurt considerably. The profits
from the Bookstore go into a
scholarship fund. If the Bookstore makes less profit, there will
be fewer scholarships. If there are
fewer scholarships, fewer boys
will come to Kenyon. If fewer
boys come to Kenyon, there will
be fewer alumni and consequently
alumni contributions will be decreased. It's a pernicious cycle.
The funny part is that the College
doesn't even know that it's cutting its own financial juglar vein!
I think it would be nice if those
students not having bookshelves
were furnished with them. Providing them would not only benefit the College economically, '
might also give the students a
place to put their books.
Stephen Crafts
To

IN CHAPEL
10:30 A.M.

PREACHERS

February

17

The Rev. John Porter
"Christian Marriage"

February

24

Professor Ian T. Ramsey
Oxford University

FEBRUARY

15,

1963

KENYON

Kenyon 's Sixty Seconds
Somehow we know the way Ohio State would do it. There
pictures of marbled Mershon, giddy girls, and
d
guys, all waving Big Ten banners. Denison might
frame their film with an ear lobe to ear lobe smile, and give
us a look at what happy families all alike, look like.
Lake
Erie would show its resources as a finishing school, putting
And Antioch just might want
its touch on indelible girls.
to forget the whole thing.
Kenyon can't. Next month when five million TV viewers
tune in that egghead highlight of Sunday afternoons (do we
really have to name it?), they'll be expecting a superficial
short of Kenyon. Sixty seconds of celluoid that is supposed
to tell our story. What the campus is like, who goes there,
what the place offers.
WE'VE SEEN some pretty awful products of the filmmaker's art on past shows. Hastily conceived, poorly photographed, and miserably cut, the films have tried to crowd in
every grinning student and most all the imposing buildings.
It's usually narrated by a student with three minutes of text
and a minute to say it in, who races to the finish with all the
rapidity and devotion he later affords his buzzer.
Why should this happen here? Let's save the spirit, congeniality, and polish for other schools to make over. Some
of them haven't much else, and they're not ours anyway.
Let other schools show the "group of interested students
posed in informal discussion," or crowded classroom scenes
of students hanging on a professor's every word.
Who does
would be

Gant-shirte-

things anyway?
What we want is a film that is nothing less than distinctively Kenyon. That shows Kenyon as void of statish enormity as its physical facilities are. That is as void of exalted
enthusiasm as ts student body prides itself on being. That
shows Kenyon as free of restrictions as our quiet, unrattled
these

lives

are.

SOME THINGS we could

Oxford Professor
WHITE CONCERT SUPERIOR
Coming to Kenyon
The Rev. Ian Ramsey will speak
Sunday, Feb. 24, at 10:30 a.m. in
the Church of the Holy Spirit. He
comes here under the auspices of
the Chaplin's office as a part of
the Lectureships program. Rev.
Mr. Ramsey is a professor in the
field of philosophy of religion and
will stay on campus Sunday and
Monday to speak on topics in this
field a total of three times.
Rev. Mr. Ramsey is the Nelleth
Professor of Philosophy of Christian Religion at Oxford, where he
has been a Fellow of Oreil College since 1951.
He has many
publications, including works of
his own and editorships.
He is
the author of many sociological
reports as well as contributions to
the Encyclopedias Britanica,
Chamber's and Collier's.
OXFORD HAS seen the development of a new school of philosophy called linguistic philosophy. Some students of this school
have, accordingly, brought attention to the language of religion,
calling it paradoxical. Professor
Ramsey has shown particular concern with the question of whether
religious language is only poetic
and ornamental or whether it has
literal and cognitative significance.
Besides the Sunday sermon, Rev.
Mr. Ramsey will speak at the
Kenyon Symposium, that afternoon, on Saint Anselm's Ontolo-gicArgument for the existence
of God. On Monday evening at
8 p.m. in Philo Hall, his topic
will be "An Oxford Theologian
Looks at Oxford Philosophy."
al

leave out. We wouldn't mention
lectures, even some of the lecturers, the
Bookstore, the understaffed Fine Arts Department, and even some of the departments. No one has to know
about our unique Chain of Command ("I shot an arrow into QUIZ BOWL FILM
the administration's air, it fell to earth God knows where")
IN PREPARATION
or our
publicity department. These we'd leave

the

ill-atten-

ded

un-browsea- ble

one-hor-

se

floor.
the cutting-rooWhat we need to show is Sutcliffe walking to class,
Thermos in hand, books under his arm, capped with his
Persian lamb hat, and followed by Jack. Only an intellectual
would be like that. Or show Feldman and Roelofs riding their
bikes, enjoying the hell out of life. Or the faculty bachelors
eating at High Table. Or students going their indifferent,
solitary way. We'd show the buildings too. Impress the
audience with the history of Old Kenyon and the exterior of
the library. Scrutinize the interior of Peirce and examine
the gulp gullets of the students.
Come the ides, most of all we'd like to see a film that left
the impression students feel at Sunday chow. When they rise,
DDL
face west, and feel, "By God this is Kenyon."
on

DESPITE NOVICE

For Extended Stay

m

The

little-discuss-

ed

and

much-importa-

nt

College Bowl film is
not traveling the circuit that has
brought Kenyon such delights as
last year's Honors Day. George
Lanning, editor of the Alumni
Bulletin and assistant editor of
The Kenyon Review, is heading
the group concerned with the college's cinema premiere. Professor
Sutcliffe is writing the narrative.
Mr. Slate will edit it. John Pearson, Mount Vernon Goodrich store
manager, has agreed to shoot the
He
film, and do it for nothing.
has shot fifty thousand feet of film
in his life, mainly of Indian civilizations and rodeos, and has a
variety of equipment.
The Collegian is lending its
staff and talent to the program.
Film critic Jay Cocks has agreed
to direct the film, giving his
ample critics ample chance to call
work "bloated," "arty,", and
his
"Seventeen per cent of the popohannesburg and Author Alan "pompous."
ulation hold
and hold brutally aton, an honorary alumnus of
all political and economic pow- Kenyon.
er and enjoy all the social rights."
The Committee provides an adeMedieval Europe?
Most of the
Light
college education for Afripeople are "subject to laws and quate
deprived
are
who
can
students,
At last allowing a glimpse into
regulations which invade all facets
colleges by the the unknown treasures of the
of his working and private life; of attending white
policy of
from what job he may hold, to government "apartheid"
Ringwalt Rare Book Room, the
Kenyon's goal
segregation.
total
what bench he may sit on, where
library has placed on exhibit in
Afritwo
he may live and where he must is $600, which will send
year.
its Robert Bowen Brown Gallery,
a
for
college
to
can
students
be buried." Nazi Germany? Comsent
being
a collection of prints by George
books are
munist China? No, both state- In addition,
Basutoland, Catlin.
in
College
to
XII
Pius
ments refer to conditions in the
which is one of the few colleges
Published in London in 1844,
Union of South Africa today.
near South Africa educating Afri- this collection of seldom seen,
The above quotes are taken cans. The WUS Drive is being
hand colored prints is considered
from a little booklet "A Candle endorsed on campus by the Ken
in the Dark" published by the yon
Christian Fellowship, the to be one of the rarest pieces of
World
and the Americana. The prints themselves
Republicans,
of Young
Service,
University
which
President Kennedy has Young Democrats.
which illustrate several aspects
said: "In its many services to eduof native American Indian life,
ction, the University World Serv-ic- e
are excellent examples of the era
CLASSIFIEDS
is making a genuine contributof documentary art in America.
ion to the growth of freedom."
PERSONALS
Next week is WUS Week at KenIn many cases, Catlin's work is
A copy of What Makes Bobby
yon. Last year money and clothi- Wanted
Run? The Peirce Hall labor gang.
the only true record of many
ng from Kenyon were sent to
Set
Indian activities.
inevitable.
Guess the
help students in Hong Kong; this The Nut Pool.
Branagan, West Wing, for details.
This collection, along with a
year funds, collected at soliciting
many other books, prints,
tables nightly in Peirce Hall, will Will pay 25c apiece for each HANDS OFF great
was given to the
PLEASE and FOR STAFF USE and artifacts,
GLASS
0 tn tVio QnufVi African Pommit- in
appearing
ONLY signs tastelessly
College by the late Rev. Eugene
'ee for Higher Education, whose
Collegian.
Mail
to
Library.
Chalmers
F. Bigler.
Ohio.
Gambier,
Box
Patrons include Bishop Reeves of

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE

ASKING STUDENTS FOR HELP

Heintz Treasures
of Day
See

C-773-

4,

by Michael Burr

BASS-MA- N

delivery of a masterful performer. Even the jazzy
bass seemed excellent. The excellence achieved in this song was
maintained in "What You Gonna
Do When Your Meat Gives Out
My Baby," a sexy tune which delighted the girls, but "The Chorus
Song," in which the audience was
asked to sing along with Josh,
seemed contrived, and had a decidedly Harry Belafonte air.
THE NEXT two songs, "Where
Were You Baby When My Heart
Went Out," and "Nobody Knows
the Trouble I've Seen, Glory Hallelujah" were two of the best, the
latter especially conveying a sincerity and vocal
excellence
heightened by the aspirate quality of White's voice.
White concluded the first half
of the concert with "The Free and
Equal Blues," which he perform
ed for both Kenyon and Kennedy.
The great lyrics, combining the
best of the Gilbert and Sullivan
school with the best of modern
folk music, proved an excellent
conclusion for the first half of the
concert.
The second half of the concert
included a great variety of songs,
varying from good to excellent in
delivery. One highlight was "Scar
let Ribbons," written in 1949, in
which the dominant, yet, ironically subdued guitar wove a delicate and powerful
metaphor
which gripped the audience in the
rare experience of total envolve-men- t
with the music.
In "You Know, Baby, What I
Want From You" the conversation between the bass and guitar,
although unrehearsed, told a more
suggestive, more powerful story
than the risque lyrics. Here the
necessity of the bass is unquestioned, and this one number made
up for the often obnoxious bass
accompanient elsewhere through
the concert.
"THE HARD Time Blues," and
"Black Girl," both stories about
the hardship of Negro life in the
South, were told sensitively and
well. The excellent guitar and precise voice vividly conveyed the
pathos of the illiterate and
Negro.
White closed the concert with
the poignant, powerful song of
"Sam Hall," the humerous murderer who constantly repeats,
"G-- d
damn your eyes," Here was
an example of White at his best,
and for days afterwards students
were heard singing this song as
they walked about the campus.
The overall quality of the concert was most superior, and Josh
White was rewarded by the first
standing ovation any performer
has received at Kenyon in quite
some time. While the most
purists may complain
about the lights, it would appear
that White was great, and indeed
deserved the vast applause he received.
foot-stompi- ng

There was a huge crowd in
Rosse Hall two Fridays ago, composed of Kenyon students, dates,
and children from Gambier and
other local towns. Some of those
present had come to hear Josh
White the folk singer but the
vast majority had come to see
and hear Josh White the legend.
The concert was carefully arranged by Leonard Rosenfeld,
White's agent, to satisfy both
groups.
There was a sound system,
which, in combination with the
poor acoustical qualities of Rosse,
proved to be a slight handicap;
there was a network of colored
lights which played over the dark,
d
face and flashing teeth of one of America's
greatest folk artists; and there
was Bob Mathews, a Jazz bass
player who was drafted on short
notice from Chicago. There was
also the great Josh White himself.
The combination added up to a
very slight disappointment for the
Folk purists, but satisfied immensely the majority of those in
the audience.
sweat-dampene-

WHILE IT seemed that the bass
was superfluous at times, often
even detracting from the excellent guitar, the concert was, on
the whole, a success. White is indeed the Dean of American Folk
Music.
The concert opened with a
rather stale, pat rendition of "St.
James' Infirmary," but quickly
warmed into a moving, original
version of "Waltzing Matilda." In
this song, White fully utilized
his expressive voice and the effect
of his unusual phraseology
was heightened by a subdued, intricately strummed guitar. White
was personal, chatty, and melancholy, and the softly bowed bass
didn't impose upon the sensual
experience of the Australian folk
anthem.

The next number, one of the
best, was "I'm Gonna Move to the
Outskirts of Town." The guitar
was fantastic, and the audience
was delighted by the spirited,
In response to a Collegian request, the General Electric
College Bowl has informed us
of the four schools which will
precede Kenyon's March 17 appearance on the national television program.
A college may make as many
as five appearances on the program. At present there is no
way of knowing which of the
four Kenyon will encounter.
The schools and appearance
dates are:
Feb. 17 (Sunday) Knox College, Galesburg, 111., private
co-e- d,

enrollment

800.

Norwich UniverFeb. 24
sity, Northfield, Vt, private,
men, enrollment 815.
Wake Forest ColMarch 3
N. C,
lege, Winston-Saleenrollment 2,335.
private,
Emory UniverMarch 10
sity, Atlanta, Ga., private, com,

co-e- d,

ed,

enrollment

3,431.

We have

Orange Juice
Beer and Wine, too
HAYES

GROCERY
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For all the INS who are afraid
of becoming OUT, the College
Bookstore offers:
Who's Afraid of Virginia
PB
Albee
Woolf?
Raise High the Roofbeam,
Carpenters and Seymour
Salinger
An introduction
The Milk Train Doesn't Stop
Here Anymore
PB
Williams
Four Walking Tours of Modern Architecture in NYC
PB
The complete poems of Frost
Financing American EnterTrescott
prise
The Fire Next Time Baldwin
Updike
The Centaur
Christianity and Political ReKelley
sponsibility
Two Centuries of Ecument-isPB
Tavard
KENYON COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
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Temp est

for the past year came when Phil
Harter inquired if any tangible
benefit to Kenyon had accrued
during this period. The answer
was a fiat and open NO. In three
instances in which we sought
hazing,
counsel from the NSA
class cuts, and women's hours
they had no pertinent information
to offer. Tom Price pointed out
that Kenyon has an almost unique
combination of adjectives it can
throw in front of its college name
(small, mens', remote and Liberal
Arts) that remove it from the
University cast of mind to which
NSA members conform.
ANOTHER attack on the Association was in rebuttal to Sugden's
opening disclaimer. Price read
from the agenda of resolutions
for the NSA Congress, observing
that about 90 per cent had to do
with controversial political topics
completely without the realm of
common and unified student interest, and therefore, he felt, the
solid front the Association projects
internationally
was essentially
dishonest. Powers stretched a
point in his reply that the political doings were based on "international student interests."
Descending from his own, Perry
Lentz delivered a plea for the
preservation of the academic ivory
tower. He plans to leam the
"street fighting techniques" of the
world once he gets out in it.
Powers tried to counter, and so it
went, on and on.
Other topics of note were the
sources for financing of the College Bowl Film, and the Spartan
training facilities for our intellectual athletes.
Kenyon's athletic department,
in true John Paul Getty fashion,
paid for the film right out of its
jingling pockets, mainly because
nobody else would do it. Alan
Beck dramatically revealed the
d
blueprints for a
setup
dollar practice push-butto- n
which the University of Tennessee
had sent him. As that turned out,
Bowl chairman Barry Mankowitz
paid sixteen of his own dollars to
finance a less refined buzzer. Dean
Edwards agreed to seek College
reimbursement for both the ath
letic department and Mankowitz.

ASHTON B. BURKE
U. OF KENTUCKY

JOHN N. BIERER

N.Y.U.
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America's hottest new
sports convertible!

S

,

8.

4.

B638354
C426638

A304475
C518660
B350692

9.

B151360

5.

B291597

10.

B981859
2. C002912
1.

3.
Prize number, you win a
Stereo Set, "The Waltz" by
RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest! (See
official claiming rules on reverse of your license
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)
you hold a Consolation

If

Portable

ed
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i
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NUMBERS i

IMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 10 winning
numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans Convertible in accordance with the rules on the reverse
of your license plate.
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LUCY LEE BASSETT
EMORY U.

WILLIAM P. MARTZ
KENT STATE U.
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(Cont. on page 6, col. 3)

ROGER P. BLACKER

Did

PUBLICITY .
In a letter to the Collegian Mrs,
Macauley said: "Considering this
small staff, I do not feel that re
cent publicity has been unsatis,
factory." A man reading of Ken
yon for the first time neither
knows nor cares how many or few
people were responsible for the
article. The News Bureau has
reached its goals only because it
had set them so low, within the
range of its limited vision.
Our "wide Commencement coverage" was almost worthless as
publicity. A brief excerpt from an
address was buried among excerpts from addresses at other
colleges, including Brown and Columbia. Anyone unfamiliar with
Kenyon would sooner link us
with the other colleges mentioned
Ohio Wesleyan, Ohio State,
Wooster, Bridgeport.
Contrary to popular opinion,
John Crowe Ransom is not synonymous with Kenyon College,
nor has any article on the poet
since 1946 made more than passing reference to Kenyon. Not all
of The Kenyon Review's small
following knows this college. Most
readers merely skim unnoticingly
over names.
The College directs publicity towards six publics: the alumni, the
friends of the College, the intelligentsia, potential students, present students and their parents,
and the general public.
George
Lanning's
quarterly

Pill

Aw?

multi-hundre-

(Cont. from page

WoBumeirs

6.
7.

B203340

CONSOLATION PRIZE NUMBERS!
6. C111668
1. A670436
11. B869865
7. C162385
2. C608361
12. C203797
3. A070773
8. B415769
13. A039949
9. C624148
4. A782549
14. C599394
5. A534015
10. B018030
15. B234707
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Sweepstakes for colleges only

More than 50 times the chance to win than if open to the general public.

Get set for the next lap

. . . 15 more Tempests and 20
more Consolation Prizes! It's never been easier to win
no essays, no jingles, no slogans. Just pick up an
entry blank where you buy your cigarettes. Enter now . . .
enter often. Any entry received by March 1st, can win
one of 35 Tempests still to go! Of course, entries you've
already submitted are still in the running!

...

ill

EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!
If you win a Tempest you may
choose instead a thrilling expense-paiHoliday in Europe-f- or
two! Plus $500 in cash!
d

2-we-

ek

Get with the winners...
far ahead in smoking satisfaction!
SEE THE PONTIAC TEMPEST

Candies

Gifts

Village Inn
LUNCHEON
DINNER
Pipes

Tobacco

AT YOUR NEARBY

PONTIAC DEAL

Mt. Vernon Plaza
BARBER SHOP
Four Chairs
No Waiting
At Big Bear Shopping Center
Daily
9--

9

KOKOSING

MARKET

FOR SNACKS
GENERAL

AND

SUPPLIES

Mrs. Winifred Hall
TYPING DONE
REASONABLE RATES
Call GA
After Five
7-31-
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FARNEY

OTTERS UPSET CINDERMEN:
WALLIS

SETS SHOT RECORD

"We didn't have Shevitz," Coach
Don White thus explained the
result of the opening track
meet of the indoor season in
which Kenyon lost to surprisingly
strong Otterbein, 68 M 55, at
Gambier, Feb. 9.
The one bright spot for the
Lords
was the showing of junior
&
Steve Wallis who set a new indoor
shotput record with a heave of
457 W. His performance was offset, however, by the record-breakin- g
efforts of Otterbein's Gorman,
who established a new indoor
mark in the 440-ydash (52.7),
and Schmitt, who tied the
high hurdles record (7.4).
Evans and Kuppenheimer are shown congratulating
Other Lord winners were soeach other after their spectacular
iinish in the
freestyle
phomore Bob Bales in the 600-yin the Akron U. meet.
run (1:21.7), senior Jim Monell
SAME OLD STORY
in the two-mil- e
(10:51.0), sophomore Bill Sweeney in the 300-ydash (34.1), freshman Steve Spring
in the 880-yrun (2:08.9), sophoKenyon's swimming team raced
Evans tied the
freestyle more John Kerr in the pole vault
to three victories in four attempts varsity mark of 23.2
(ll'O"), and sophomore
Geoff
seconds;
in the last two weeks,
beating
Bud Kuppenheimer Chentow in the broad jump
Ohio Weslyan and losi- finished a splash behind in 23.3. (20'5").
ng only to Miami of Ohio, to Four events later, Evans won
the Kenyon kept even in first place
bring its season record to
Jim 100-y- d
freestyle in a slow 52.7 points, but superior Otter depth
Young,
Dave Evans, and Tim seconds.
spelled the difference. Weak Lord
Pierce set new varsity records in
Two other firsts were taken in performances in the short dashes
the process.
the meet. Pierce easily won the pointed to Kenyon's dependence
The Lords rose above .500 in the 200-yfreestyle in 2:04.0, and on star sprinter Dave Shevitz,
win column by whipping Akron junior
distance ace Mike Claggett who was taking his law boards at
University,
January 30. methodically paced himself to a the time.
Standout
performances were 5:52.3 clocking in the 500-yfree- Young
in the 200-ybreastroke
turned in by Dave Gullion, Young, style.
(2:29.2), and Pierce, Watkins,
Evans, and Tom LaBaugh.
and Evans in the 400-yTWO FRESHMEN, Ed Telling
GULLION, who has been imfreestyle relay.
proving in his backstroke specialt- and Bill Watkins, gave evidence
y all year, won the 200-yevent of their improvement in the Young's breastroke time was
meet. Watkins
placed good enough for a varsity and
in the excellent time of 2:11.5, Akron
dual meet record. Captain Evans
took the honors in diving, and con- second, behind Pierce, in the 200-yfreestyle; Telling claimed sec- broke two records in the meet and
tributed a fast 60.2 leadoff time
in the 400-ymedley relay vict- ond place in two events, the indi- lost twice. His second place times
were 23.1 in the 50 and a phenomory.
Young did exceptionally vidual medley and the 500-yfreestyle.
enal 51.7 in the 100.
well in the same relay by donating a 1:06.2 breastroke leg. Young
Two days later the Lords faced
PIERCE established a new varlater won a closely contested duel one of the strongest Miami of sity record of 2:00.2 in the 200-yfrom LaBaugh
Ohio squads in Redskin history freestyle and Evans tied his own
in the 200-ybreastroke with a 2:32.6 effort. and got scalped,
freestyle mark of 23.1 while
K. U. manLaBaugh had earlier won the 200-y- aged three victories in the meet. the Lords downed Ohio Univerindividual medley with a fast They were scored by Gullion in sity,
on February 7.
2:17.3.
the 200-y- d
backstroke (2:13.2),
medley relay
Kenyon's 400-yteam of Gullion, Young, Lynn
Hayes, and Watkins opened the
festivities with a victory in 4:01.2.
LaBaugh continued to pile up
points by claiming first places in
the individual medley (2:16.2) and
by A Disiant Friend
breastroke (2:29.8).
the 200-yGullion pulled away to a 2:12.8
Last summer's influence lingered late into the fall, as if caressing victory in the 200-ybackstroke,
the plants, insects and birds in the garden with a special and anxious
Watkins, Pierce, Kuppenand
farewell. On some of those still autumnal evenings there were dis- heimer, and Evans clinched the
plays of northern lights too early in the season, for it was not yet
victory with a 3:35.2 clocking in
But the
cold. These too seemed to be beacons of gentle warning.
the freestyle relay.
thrush and robin and the dove continued their short flights back and
n
The Lords travelled to O.
forth. There were no flocks of birds in the sky heading south. The
9 and came
February
on
bees still had work to do, for the flowers were exuding some honey
8
victory. Hayes
The heavy home with a
though their fragrance was fading. The colors held.
to touch out
behind
came
from
There was no autnmn colorisummer foliage on the trees remained.
200-yng and falling of leaves, for the sap remained in them and in the Wesleyan's Fred Orr in the
won
both
Kenyon
butterfly.
branches and trunks. Growth of the twigs and leaves had stopped.
relays, the backstroke, the breast-strokBut they continued to live.
the 50, and the 100 and
When the life in the garden survived a cold blast out of the
every point.
needed
northwest that brought a freeze in late November, it was as if the
time of 52.2 seconds in
EVANS'
living
lowered ceiling of the sky had, like a herald, frightened the
100-yfreestyle bettered the
things in the garden with something it said to them. The wasps the
record set earlier
pool
Bishops'
into
went
The robins
flew more slowly, with their stings drooping.
year's N.C.A.A.
longer freezes of listening for earthworms now under a crust of this year by last
220-ychampion
from
freestyle
of
tips
the
to
the
frozen ground. The ants crawled in slow motion
Pierce, Watkins, Kuppenbristed blades of grass that continued green, all in the low, cold sun. Illinois.
and Evans raced to anThe butterflies hung limp from the persistent flowers for the sake of heimer,
record of 3:35.3 in the
pool
other
the congealed nectar. But not a living thing moved southeast in
400-yfreestyle relay.
the direction that the wintery blast had gone hurling down, or burrWesleyan's 38 points are the
owed into the ground for shelter. They all seemed to be defying the
total that the Bishops
highest
live.
to
continued
they
dream of a life elsewhere.
And
against Kenyon in
claimed
yield
have
to
By
r,
the trunks of the trees, having refused
their sap, could be heard cracking wide open as they froze in the four years, and indicate that the
of a giant's groan. But Lords may have trouble in the
night, in muffled bursts like
meet
the leaves hung on and continued green.
The roses continued red conference championship
1 and 2.
March
place
one
takes
which
when
pieces
broke
in
with petals frozen into brittle discs that
wind. A suggestion
blossom bumped another in the
f the faint transparent blue of ice appeared in the red. One bust
In a routine meeting of the
Produced a glassy, frigid bud in three months of grim effort, petals Tudicial Board last Tuesday, Mike
frozen but slowly opening with a numb and adamant resolve not Grella '63, was found guilty of
violating college regulations 2A
only to survive but to grow.
Now, with the coming of April, the frozen things that had lived and 2E, ungentlemanly conduct
so hard through
the winter are becoming soft in the general thaw, and entertainment of women after
A hours.
and dying. An odor of putrefaction pervades the warm air.
Grella was sentenced to suspenrobin lies, legs and red breast up, beside a red brick gleaming with
in3
condensation. Bees and flies are turning over on their backs to decay sion, effective February
'n the sun, and leaves and petals are becoming lumps of putrid matt- clusive, and social probation for
er, dropping colorlessly to the saturated earth that cannot absorb the remainder of the year.
them. So far, this is the cruelest month.
5
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Hoopsters Bomb Muskies
by Lou Berney
Kenyon's basketball team snapped a
e
losing streak by
beating Marietta,
but then lost two more before scoring an
6
victory over Muskingum. The two losses, to Mt. Union
9
xU
were away games, while both victories were
..uut,,
pidyeu on me nome court.
All four games showed a marked intermission, and the lead seeimprovement in the Lords' scoring sawed back and forth until the
punch, even though they were final three minutes of the second
without the services of sophomore half. From there, freshman Bill
Ken Klug. Freshman Brian Far-ne- y Gribble scored an astonishing 17
also didn't see action in the points to put the game out of
Muskingum game and will be lost reach. He ended the game with
to the team for the remainder of 23 points; Reggie Minton led the
Wooster scoring with 26. Farney
the season.
hit 30 for the Lords, once again
MARIETTA'S visit to Werthei-me- r all his points
coming from the
Field House saw four Lords floor. Livingston
hit for double figures. Randy Lynn and Schmid added 20 while
chipped in 16
Livingston led with 23, followed apiece.
by Farney and Tom Collins who
ON FEBRUARY 9 the Lords put
both scored 18. John Lynn, sub- on
one of their finest efforts of
bing for Klug, added 16. Marietta, the year
by handing Muskingum
which trailed by 10 at the half, an
6
defeat. They hit on an
was led by Carl Wolfe's 16 points. amazing 24
for 37 field goals in
On Feb. 2 at Mt. Union the the second half. Livingston and
Lords were hurt by fouls. Al- Collins led the scoring, with 24
though the Lords were outshot by and 21 points, respectively. Colonly two from the floor, Mt. Union lins, showing many flashes of
connected on 20 of 25 free throws. brilliant play, probably had his
Dave Schmid, who scored 14 best game of the season, Lynn and
points, fouled out of the game. Schmid showed good hustle on
Mt. Union scoring honors went to both defense and offense.
Tony Archibald, 28, and Thurman
The team has three games reRiddle, 17. Farney was high man maining before the conference
for Kenyon with 22 points, all on tournament begins on February
field goals. Captain Collins con- 22. On February 14 Kenyon plays
tributed a fine effort, scoring 16. its final home game of the season
Although Coach Harrison's team against the Akron Zips. This will
lost by 11 to Wooster, the game mark the last home appearance of
was much closer than the score seniors Collins, Billy Kuehl, and
1
indicated. Wooster led
at Bob Chenen.
six-gam-
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Dave Schmid tries a jump shot in the Marietta game as Brian
Farney, John Lynn (20), and Randy Livingston (32) jockey for
rebound position.
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WRESTLING TEAM SHADES SCOTS
Kenyon's wrestling team won
their first meet in recent years
when they squeezed past Wooster
by the narrowest of margins,
on January 29. Sophomore
Dick Ray, at 147 lbs., pinned his
man; Norm Hartsel, Rick Wort-maand Bob Almirall scored decisions, and Mike Bull drew to
account for the Lords' points.
Oberlin brought Lady Luck with
them on February 2, as the Yeomen won three matches by one
point and defeated the Lords, 20-Hartsel and Ray scored the only
victories for Kenyon. Captain
Wortman lost in the last 11 seconds of his match.
THE GRAPPLERS came within
m ace of scoring an upset over
Vluskingum, Feb. 5. Hartsel won,
lim Kirk, Mike Bull, and Ray
tied, and, with Wortman on deck
it apand the Lords ahead
peared that Kenyon might turn
the trick. Wortman's opponent,
the Muskingum captain, got some
quick points, and, despite the fact
that Wortman controlled the last
five minutes of the contest, the
Lords' captain wasn't able to overcome the early point difference.
Almirall won the heavyweight
natch, but it wasn't enough, and
the Lords lost,
High hopes of beating Wittenberg were smothered on Feb. 9
when the Lords were able to

16-1- 5,

n,

8.

9--

--

17-1- 2.
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garner only eight points on

de-

cisions by Hartsel and Wortman
and a draw by Ray. Kenyon has
only one more home meet, against
Baldwin-Wallac- e
on February 23,
before the conference championship matches at Oberlin.

K0MITAS . . .
(Cont. from page

York's Philharmonic

1)

Hall.

FROM ENGLAND in 1959, came

the remarks, "It is one of the finest quartets we were privileged
to hear: the magnificent ensemble
playing undoubtedly is the result
of the long association of this

group . . . Full musical understanding . . . convincing, perfect
phrasing." And later the report
from Vienna runs, "Every one of
the four performers is a virtuoso
in his own right . . . Vienna has
waited for years to hear this group
and felt that none of their own
string quartets could even come
close to the luster and brilliance
of the Komitas Quartet."
,igiglSigiStSigMSMSlSMSM51S15MS15IS151!

The sophomore class dance,
scheduled for March 2, has been
cancelled.
Instead a combined sophomore-junio- r
class dance has been tentatively planned for April 20.
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Warriors

(1.

ty!w

to r.) Jones, Paulet and Schiller fight Beta TV.

Vids Majors?

BETAS
BETTER BOX RECORD
BLEARY-EYE- D

by Al Vogeler
France, 1918; two fighter planes;
bullets; fire; pain; wounds; death;
Armistice; flags; parades.
The scene: the Beta lounge last
weekend. The flick on the television screen, of 1934 vintage, was
but one in a long series which
Adrain
three valiant souls
(Frenchie) Paulet, Michael Schilendured
ler, and Richard Jones
in their stunning bid to smash all
existing records for continuous
"box watching."
The old record of 42 hours,
held by some unknown morons,
violently fell as the Beta Theta
Pi's carefully paced themselves to
new heights of human endurance.
The victorious "Boxathon" lasted
56 hours.
"IT WOULD have been infinitely
easier," offered Jones, "if we had
had some decent shows to watch."
The four hours of snow, originally anticipated to be one of the
most difficult obstacles turned out
not to be so imposing after all.
According to Schiller, the fact
that there are "all different kinds
of snow" made the period from
3 a.m. to 7 a.m. one of the more
interesting parts of the marathon.
One of the early participants,
Bill Hylton, found it impossible to
match the fortitude of his three
hours rebrothers and, after 23
tired to his bed. Of "Quick Kick"
Hylton, said garrulous Schiller,
"He may be weak, but he's smart."
THE BETA lounge was filled
with numerous awed spectators,
many of whom had interesting
comments. Quipped senior John
Drake," I believe that in the history of Kenyon College there has
never been so much intestinal
I would have taken
fortitude.
part myself were it not for the
late operation on my tooth. Besides, my parents would have
killed me."
Perhaps a classic comment was
voiced by Terry Murbach, who
intoned, "Never have so many
done so little for so long."
After a few hours of recupera-tor- y
slumber, Hylton shed some
light on the difficulties of prolonged television viewing. "There
are two strains. One is the obvious, the physical. The other is
the mental, that of watching pure
rot for hours. You can usually
figure out the movie's plot within
the first seven minutes; then you
have to suffer for hours through
the remainder of the program.
That was the great thing about
Dick Clark. You didn't know
which song they were going to
play next."
MEALS FOR the box watchers
were brought from Peirce Hall by
pledges with the generous sanction
of Saga food czar, Bob Stetson.
Yet human endurance has its
limits. After 50 torturous hours,
gaunt exhausted Schiller and
Jones, seconds after muttering,
"Death before dishonor," decided
in favor of death and stumbled

from the lounge toward their
beds.
Bleary eyed but determined,
Peerless Paulet, hardened by
years of experience, then uttered
the immortal words, "I have just
begun to fight."
AS THE strain of the final
hours bore heavily on Paulet, his
usual raucous laugh at the humorous portions of the television
programs was transformed into a
muted grunt. But with gritted
teeth, "Frenchie" succeeded in
carrying his vigil on to its fifty-sixt- h
hour.
After happily lasting through
war flicks, basketball games,
ll
shows, the Mickey Mouse
Club ("one of the high points of
our marathon") and the usual run
of soap operas, Adrain Paulet, a
veritable legend, uttered with a
heavy sigh, "If I only could have
majored in television watching."
rock-and-ro-

The entire
agreed at the
that, "Newton
television is a

team unanimously
end of their ordeal
Minow was right,
vast wasteland."

Thus upon the cloistered hill of
Kenyon College resides the holder
of an apparent world record for
continuous television viewing.

FEBRUARY

COLLEGIAN

Alumni Bulletin, its supplement
"Along Middle Path," Tozzer's
letters, and school and fraternity
local Alumni Associations keep
the graduates up to date.
A "Parents' Newsletter" plus
letters from sonny should tell the
parents all they want to know.
The intelligentsia certainly have
heard of Kenyon. Moreover, they
are apt to read the literature
which sometimes does print Ken-yon- 's
name, and they will notice
it.
FRIENDS are the people who
may possibly donate money. They
receive the "Clipsheet" and "NewsThe list of friends is
letter."
small, and the number who actually donate is even smaller. The
communications never ask for
money, they just keep the friends
aware of Kenyon's continuing
existence and eminence. Personal
visitations are used to bring out
the philanthropy in our friends.
Presently too few friends are
forced to bear the massive responsibility of underwriting Kenyon's budget by themselves. Publicity is weak here. Only good
publicity can increase the number
of friends and subsequently the
total amount of contributions.
High school students must let
Kenyon know of their interest in
enrolling. Once they do, Admissions Director Tracy Scudder sets
his excellent program in motion.
His view books and always personal letters present the College
as well as any other admissions
department in the country. Yet,
only about 500 boys capable of
doing Kenyon work apply each
year.
Most applicants learn about
Kenyon from a present student or
from an alumnus. Obviously not
very many people can be contacted. Several metropolitan areas
continue to supply the bulk of
the Kenyon student body. Those
who live distant from an active
Alumni Association probably will
not learn of Kenyon until they
reach one of our better-know- n
competitors.
EVERYTHING points to the conclusion that our publicity towards
the general public seriously limits
the effect of our specially directed
publicity. Because Kenyon is not

"in the backyard" of any big city
or big newspapers, special force
is needed to get our news to the
places where it will do us good.
Mrs. Macauley says, "These important contacts are in New York,
but we have no personal contact
with them other than through the
alumni." So why not strike out
for New York, possibly with Scudder when he goes there to interview applicants in the spring.
Kenyon presently sends unappealing, uninteresting news releases to papers in the Ohio
Conference area. When these releases are sent to the wire
services, they usually are not
published. True, the New York
Times did print a picture of the
Chalmers Library, but then we
had just presented their writer
James Reston with an honorary
degree.
Isn't it about time to
give Henry Luce some sort of
recognition?
Mrs. Macauley innovated one
The
thing of great importance.
Deans now send her news of all
go
which
student activities
through their offices. Mrs. Hen-shathen sends all such reports
to the student's hometown paper.
Now we have started doing what
other schools have been doing
faithfully for years. In order to
make any further progress, the
Bureau must employ that unresourcefulknown element
ness.
EVEN the most myopic money
master can see $10,000. Not the
Information Corps. That is the
dollar value of the film which will
be shown during the "College
Bowl." Not one person in the
group had given the film more
than a few superficial thoughts,
each assuming that "someone else
was taking care of it."
The College Bowl film is an
example of an obvious publicity
advantage which was almost lost.
The News Bureau often has not
exploited its stories, merely because it could not readily see
"appropriate" stories. How appropriate is a five page pictorial
spread of Radcliffe beauties, surrounded by tweedy Harvard men?
Or the not so tweedy Ivy League
tiddley winks teams? Or Dartmouth's snowmen? Kenyon's ivy
is snow covered. Put it in an attractive package, and someone
will buy it. Let the magazines
w

GABLE PRAISES HILL PRODUCTION . . .
(Cont. from page

1)

Yet, as in The Merchant of
Venice, tragedy always is lurking as a ready alternative.
Much Ado About Nothing, of
course, is the story of the matching of those two matchless wits
Benedick and Beatrice, plus the
boy
familiar "boy meets girl
boy regains girl"
loses girl
cycle incarnate in Claudio and
Hero. Yet tragedy, at the instigation of evil Don John, who is
literally and figuratively a bastard, looks like it might win the
day with a kind of second rate
Othello theme with Don John cast
as Iago.
WE KNOW somehow, though,
that with the comic spirit of
Benedick and Beatrice stubbornly
keeping to the fore, comedy and
love will triumph over all. In the
end Don John's scheme to part
Claudio and Hero is all too easily
undone by a trio of buffoon night
watchmen who overhear the plot.
And so, as the evil plot is silenced

by the jabbering members of the
civil authority, so the sharp wit
of Beatrice and Benedick that had
kept them apart is silenced with
a kiss
"Peace, I will stop your
mouth," says Benedick as he
kisses Beatrice, and they are
silent for almost the first time
since they've been on stage.
The Dramatic Club's presentation accents all these elements
and themes with a superb production and superb cast. Andrew
Worsnopp as Benedick is brilliant
with almost every action, gesture,
expression, and modulation of
voice done the way it ought to be
done. Patricia Duke as Beatrice
does a fine job of acting. Ann Gill
as Hero, however, is wooden and
disappointing.
Fred Schladen's
Claudio is almost always very
fine. His comic acting is superior
to his semi-lov- e
scenes.
Lowel Gaspar, George McElroy,
John Willet, and Peter Scarlet
all do good jobs in their roles.

This Week:
GIRL WITH A SUITCASE
starring Claudia Cardinale

8:30
Sat. & Sun.
Next Week:
ANATOMY OF A MURDER
starring James Stewart
8:30
Sat. & Sun.
See them at Rosse Hall

Anion Liner does a very amusing
characterization of Antonio. Bark
Roemer's Don John reminds one
alternately of the villain with the
mortgage in an old melodrama
and the evil ruler of planet X in
a Flash Gordon movie. The striking thing was that most of the
minor roles were played so well.
The night watchmen, for instance,
were a wonderfully motley crew.
THE COSTUMES, designed by
Mrs. William McCulloh, were both

beautiful and imaginative.
They
looked like a pleasing cross
and it was indeed pleasing
between eighteenth century Vienna and Gone With the Wind. The
costumes in the ball scene in Act
H were particularly colorful and
striking. Gordon Ewald's music
was delicate and tasteful, as were
Bill Lamb's rendition and Pen-iRadley's directions
too bad
there wasn't more music and it
wasn't a little louder.
I have
mixed feeling about the balustrade that dominated the set.
Sometimes it seemed useful, sometimes it seemed fairly necessary,
but sometimes it definitely
the stage and detracted from the characters speaking.
n

over-dominat- ed

Mr.

Michael

and

producers

Frank Munger and Ted Waugh

have indeed given us an excellent
adaptation of Shakespeare's comedy. The Dramatic
Club has
overy reason to be proud of it.
and so do we.
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decide for themselves what is ap.
propriate. Give them the chance.
Nobody ever tells the news
bureau what is going on. "I learn
more in the Post Office than in
my own office," says Mrs.
There is little student
Mc-caule-

volunteering

of

other than

y.

per-

sonal news. She "would like to
have more contact with the students," but she admits she hasn't
asked the student body for much
assistance.

Several salaried student

sports

scribes serve up sporadic insipid
supplements, since covering sporting events is "so time consuming."
Mrs. Macauley also professes to
"know nothing about sports." She
says, "We must depend on the
students for our sports releases,
and when they have a paper or
something, the releases either
come in too late to be news or
don't come in at all." This
ding
must stop, and the
sports coverage must become both
feather-bed-

punctual and palatable.
ONE OF THE Bureau's biggest
drawbacks is that it has no camera or photographer available. It
must hire one in advance whenever it needs pictures. She said,
"The opportunity to join facilities
with the Reveille and Collegian
has been available, but never
taken up."
Each day the need for a
publicity man grows more
full-tim-

e

serious. He must be daring, resourceful, and committed to his
job.
publicity will
bring Kenyon donations far in
excess of the extra outlay needed
to persuade the right man to work
for Kenyon. Kenyon can no longer afford not to spend its money.
High-power-

ed

Roelofs Review
(Cont. from page

. . .
1)

every way the tonal ambiguity of
the play, enliven the movement
of personages with color, form,
and the sound of silk. Gordon
Ewald's original music for the
songs, chaste and authentic, and
Bill Lamb's singing, complete the
design. Set, costumes, and music
are utilized completely by the
adroit direction.
GEORGE McElroy's Don Pedro
suggests pleasantly the slightly
irresponsible playboy; Bark Roemer's Don John, at first nicely
melancholy and sinister, lapses into an overplayed unctuous villainy. One of the real surprises is
Fred Schladen's varied, properly
lyric, and yet comic naive young
lover. Almost a sounding drum
for the sure-fir- e
crackers of Benedick, Claudio becomes a gay, foolish, sympathetically believable
image of innocence verging on unfeeling negligence.
Andrew Worsnopp makes a
brilliant performance: wit and
cynicism ventures timidly
into sentimentalism, but recovers
triumphantly its old, arrogant
ebullience. His slightly anapestic
delivery, however, often takes the
keen edge off his lines.
Ann Gill is demurely passionate
in her innocence, only occasionally
becoming sentimental and passive.
Patricia Duke's Beatrice is sumptuous in feminine eloquence but
does not quite have the steely
temper or quickness to parry the
ringing thrusts of Benedick. Her
voice does not yet have the sudden edge to rip. Dogberry bumbles magnificently, but, in contrast to Borachio's inebriated or
repentant clarity, mumbles his
lines.
MY ONLY criticism of the production is that voice and delivery
are not always up to the exacting demands of the tone of the
play. Anion Liner's superb performance as Antonio is a brilliant
example in little of what is totally
possible: rhythm, manner, intonation, and projection were undeniably perfect. Nevertheless I
have seldom seen a Hill Theatre
production that was so uniformly
excellent.
un-sour-

ed

